MACRO-PATHS OF BURNOUT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION TEACHERS AND TEACHERS OF OTHER GENERAL SUBJECTS
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the study was to ascertain to what degree work-related stress, self-efficacy and professional personality determine burnout in general subjects teachers, and to verify a hypothesis that PE teachers burn out in keeping with a macro-path specific for their profession. The study was carried out in 2005 on a sample of 395 subjects (women N = 301, men N = 94). Burnout was diagnosed using the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI). The analysis was based on a four-phase typological model (Noworol, 2000). The course (discontinuity) of burnout in GS teachers (N = 333) suggested a need to consider the specific character of a taught subject while analyzing burnout. A case analysis confirmed the course of a plotted burnout macro-path of male PE teachers (N = 29), while female teachers (N = 33) were shown to burn out in a less homogenous manner. Problems with discipline facilitate, while self-efficacy protects GS teachers against burnout; the degree of match with their profession (J. Holland’s theory) only slightly affects the course of the phenomenon.

INTRODUCTION

Considering the versatility of factors that induce three independent symptoms, i.e. emotional exhaustion, diminished sense of self-accomplishment and a tendency to depersonalize, burnout syndrome is a phenomenon that is difficult to pinpoint. The syndrome develops in individuals who practice professions requiring numerous contacts with other people, much involvement and care about their charges, coping with their emotions as well as in individuals who occupy positions calling for a high degree of responsibility for decisions they reach (e.g. social services, business). According to Maslach, burnout is the body’s response to chronic emotional stress resulting from a breakdown of processes of adaptation to the work environment [27].

With its multidimensional structure, burnout syndrome may be manifested in various ways. According to Maslach, emotional exhaustion develops first, followed by a decreased sense of self-accomplishment and loss of meaning in one’s work, and then the affected individual proceeds to distance himself from specific stressors, such as a pupil, a patient or a customer. In her subsequent works, Maslach adopts the view that increasing emotional exhaustion leads to depersonalization and cynicism, while decreased self-accomplishment develops independently, simultaneously with a concomitant sense of low effectiveness of one’s activities [27].
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Building his views on Maslach’s works, Golembiewski [19] determines a reversed direction of the burnout path. In his opinion, a tendency to depersonalize one’s subjects of work – as a consequence of stress that lowers one’s threshold of sensitivity – is the first signal of the syndrome. The reaction of others from one’s circle to the increasing distance in interpersonal contacts with the person undergoing burnout leads to a decrease in his sense of self-value and self-efficacy. In consequence of intensifying symptoms, the employee begins to react in the emotional sphere, thus reaching emotional burnout.

The burnout process described by Maslach and Golembiewski can be represented as paths leading in contrary directions. These seemingly contrary theories have been termed the facing theories and have been merged into a four-phase typological model of professional burnout [29]. In this model [34, p. 263], the phenomenon of burnout consists of four basic stages: T0 (non-burned-out), T1, T2 (partially burned-out) and T3 (burned-out), with phases T1 and T2 being complex. The progressive process may take various courses, specific to a given individual (micro-path) or a professional group (macro-path). It should be emphasized that in the four-phase model, the facing theories constitute two separate paths: Maslach’s path describes the phenomenon of burnout in social professions, while Golembiewski’s path explains the syndrome development mainly in managerial professions [29].

In Poland, studies on the dynamics of burnout in teachers were published by Sek [32] and Tucholska [36]. Brudnik employed the four-phase typological model formulated by Noworol to determine the burnout macro-path in physical education teachers [5, 7]. According to Noworol [29], within each professional group there may be individuals who undergo burnout at a relatively fast rate, contrary to the macro-path characteristic of their profession. This group includes employees with inadequate psychosocial competences (including intellectual abilities) or individuals who practice a profession which is against their vocational personality [2, 23]. Holland’s theory of vocational personality types in the context of burnout in teachers was verified by Forey et al. [15].

Working with pupils may provide a teacher with a strong sense of work-related satisfaction and at the same time be a source of stress and anxiety that decrease his sense of quality of life. In his review of studies on factors associated with stress in teachers, Terelak [35] observed that social expectations were high and generally not adequate to the abilities of teachers who were constantly subjected to daily public judgment, worked in poor conditions, and had a low social and economic status. An additional source of stress can be found in changing traditions and morals, exemplified by a decreasing distance in contacts with pupils and increasing problems associated with maintaining discipline.

Increasingly more often, pupils intentionally disturb the course of a lesson, ignoring the teacher’s remarks and commands [9, 37]. It is difficult to manage a group of youngsters facing increasing demands they openly voice and easy availability of alternative and attractive sources of knowledge. Decreased discipline has also been observed during physical education classes [4, 9, 22]. A consequence of psychological stress experienced by teachers generated by inappropriate behavior of a pupil is development of burnout symptoms [11, 20, 21, 33, 36].

In the model developed by Lazarus, which explains stress-associated psychological mechanisms, stress is presented as cognitive assessment by an individual of potential stress-inducing stimuli. In this perspective, stress is understood as a kind of a transaction between the individual and the environment. The level of experienced stress and the character of emotional reactions to a stressor are determined by two mental processes: cognitive assessment and coping abilities. The “assessment” denotes a dynamic process of determining the importance of a given situation and the available coping resources [3].

Among factors protecting an individual from developing burnout syndrome, the role of self-efficacy is stressed, i.e. the belief in “one’s ability to act effectively in new, ambiguous, unpredictable or ever stressing situations” [30; p. 213], [1, 12]. According to Cherniss (1980; quoted after Grzegorzewska [21]), a sense of uncertainty associated with doubts as to one’s competences is among the most potent stressors that lead to burnout syndrome among teachers. A preventive role of self-efficacy in teachers in the context of burnout was confirmed in Polish studies [6, 17, 32]. Investigations on relations between burnout and self-efficacy in teachers, adjusted for work environment, were carried out by Skaalvik and Skaalvik [33]. Pas et al. [31] and Egyed & Short
[13] analyzed the problem of self-efficacy and actions undertaken by teachers undergoing burnout aimed at disciplining unruly pupils.

The aim of the present study is an attempt at determining the macro-path of burnout in teachers of general subjects and verifying to what degree such factors as professional stress in school, vocational personality, self-efficacy and job seniority decide the course of the said macro-path. An attempt has been also made at verifying the hypothesis that teachers of physical education undergo burnout in a manner that is unique to this school subject.

METHODS

The study was carried out between April and June 2005 among non-vocational school teachers from the Małopolskie and Śląskie Provinces in Poland (from schools in province capitals, county seats and districts). Diagnostic pooling was carried out in 22 schools (II-IV education stage). The number of subjects was N = 395 (PE teachers: N = 62), incl. N = 301 female teachers (PE female teachers: N = 33; 76.2%), and N = 94 male teachers (PE male teachers: N = 29; 23.8%).

The diagnosis of burnout was performed with the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) [28] adapted to Polish conditions by Noworol (manuscript). The MBI questionnaire included 22 items grouped into three sub-scales: I. Emotional exhaustion (EE) – 9 items; II. Negative professional accomplishment (NPA) – 8 items (a reversed scale); III. Depersonalization (DP) – 5 items. In their statements, the examinees referred to a 7-point frequency scale: 0 – never, to 6 – every day, with intermediate scores: several times a year, once a month, several times a month, once a week, several times a week. Burned-out individuals were defined as teachers demonstrating a triad of high-score factors of the multidimensional syndrome.

The mental strain of teachers of general subjects was diagnosed using the Stress in the Teacher Profession (Stres w zawodzie nauczyciela – SWZN) questionnaire [18], consisting of 26 items grouped into six sub-scales: I. Inadequate financial compensation for work – 7 items; II. Loneliness in professional activities – 5 items; III. Inappropriate school management – 5 items; IV. Experiencing didactic difficulties – 8 items; V. Difficult working conditions – 5 items; VI. Experiencing disciplining difficulties – 5 items. The general stress indicator is the sum of scores based on a 5-point scale: no stress, mild, moderate, strong and very strong stress (scores 1-5). Physical education teachers were investigated with the aid of Scale of Mental Strain (H. Sęk, M. Brudnik – a version for physical education teachers) consisting of 16 items [8]. It is based on a 5-point scale: perceived stress – none, mild, moderate, strong, very strong (score 1-5). The total score is the general index of professional stress in physical education teachers.

The sense of coping competence of teachers while facing professional stress was measured using the Polish version of General Self-Efficacy Scale (GSES) developed by Schwarzer, Jerusalem, Juczyński [24]. The scale consists of 10 items; the interviewee chooses their answer on a 4-point scale: no, basically no, basically yes, yes (score 1-4); the sum of all scores is the general index of self-efficacy should there occur a need to cope with difficult situations.

The vocational personality of teachers was determined using the Self Direct Search by J. Holland [25], which is a method for diagnosing professional preferences as a personality trait of an individual who makes a decision as to his educational path or seeks a work environment that would be in line with his interests. This assessment tool allows determining the profile of individuals who practice a given profession. In a series of items, the interviewee selects his answer: yes – 1, or no – 0. While performing self-evaluation, the respondents have at their disposal a 6-point scale (score 1-6). The sum of scores (activities, competences, professions, self-evaluation I, self-evaluation II) in six categories provides the basis for determining the examinee’s individual professional profile.

Statistical analysis: cluster analysis (K-means clustering – Mac Queen), non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis and Man Whitney tests, test \( \chi^2 \) Pearson’s with correction for continuity, Duncan’s test, forwards stepwise discrimination analysis. Calculations: Rutkowski (GEM Kraków); statistical software SPSS/12 and 14PL.

RESULTS

The majority of interviewed teachers of general subjects (N = 333) had university master degrees and a history of schooling in didactics N = 315 (94.6%) (university vocational education:
N = 16; high school: N = 2); mean age: M = 38.4 years; job seniority: M = 13.5 years. All the investigated physical education teachers (N = 62) had university master degrees (age M = 38.2 years; seniority M = 14.2 years).

The obtained data was processed in two parallel manners. The analysis started by plotting the macro-path of burnout for teachers of general subjects (N = 333), testing to what degree selected factors determined its course. Subsequently, the burnout macro-paths of physical education teachers for men and women [7] were verified. In view of the number of interviewees N = 62 and the necessity of taking into consideration the gender variable, the analysis was a case study.

Having established four homogenous clusters (a similar pattern of the tri-dimensional syndrome) (Table 1), based on the four-phase typological model [29], the author developed a burnout macro-path of teachers of general subjects common for female and male teachers (Fig. 1). The statistical description of the clusters of non-burned-out teachers, teachers signaling various stages of the syndrome and burned-out teachers is presented in Table 2.

Non-burned-out teachers who fully fulfill themselves while working in schools constitute cluster II (N = 135; phase T0) (Fig. 1). Their work and contact with pupils give them satisfaction, at the same time not causing an excessive mental and physical strain, which is supported by low mean values of the three burnout syndrome dimensions: emotional exhaustion (EE), negative professional accomplishment (NPA) and tendency to depersonalize pupils (DP) (Table 2).

The first phase of the burnout process is explained by the cluster of relatively young teachers who are disappointed by working in school (cluster I; N = 63; M = 36.3 years; M

Table 1. Burnout in teachers of general subjects (N = 333); characteristics of clusters in association with gender, age and job seniority

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Women</th>
<th>Men</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Job seniority</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N %</td>
<td>N %</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. N = 63</td>
<td>49 77.8</td>
<td>14 22.2</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>10.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. N = 135</td>
<td>112 83.0</td>
<td>23 17.0</td>
<td>39.47</td>
<td>8.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. N = 76</td>
<td>59 77.6</td>
<td>17 22.4</td>
<td>35.99</td>
<td>9.191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV. N = 59</td>
<td>48 81.4</td>
<td>11 18.6</td>
<td>41.22</td>
<td>8.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: N = 333</td>
<td>268 80.5</td>
<td>65 19.5</td>
<td>38.39</td>
<td>9.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Burnout in teachers of general subjects (N = 333); cluster analysis (EE – emotional exhaustion, NPA – negative professional accomplishment, DP – depersonalization)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions of burnout</th>
<th>non-burned-out</th>
<th>partially burned-out</th>
<th>burned-out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cluster II</td>
<td>cluster I</td>
<td>cluster IV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>2.686</td>
<td>2.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>135; 40.6%</td>
<td>63; 18.9%</td>
<td>59; 17.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The gender variable does not significantly discriminate between the three burnout dimensions; Mann-Whitney EE: Z = –0.855; NPA: Z = –1.158; DP: Z = –1.628; p > 0.05.
fessional stress by distancing themselves from the their pupils’ problems ($M_{EE} = 31.92; M_{DP} = 6.93$). Burned-out teachers form cluster III ($N = 76; \text{phase T} 3$); in this group, the moderate values of the syndrome dimensions are above average (Table 2, Fig. 1).

The analysis of the four-cluster system which illustrates burnout among teachers, and a comparison of the obtained picture with the existing path variants (the typological model) demonstrate a lack of continuity of the burn-out macro-path (Fig. 1). The picture suggests two independent burnout patterns among the interviewees, with two variants each (cf. Fig. 1). In the case of non-burned-out teachers (cluster II), one needs to take into consideration all the variants of path courses anticipated in the model, providing that the sequence of clusters of the developed path included one of the empirically verified clusters. The lack of continuity of empiric macro-paths may indicate various burnout patterns of particular groups of teachers\(^2\), or else it may result from a too small number of subjects in the sample.

Hypothetical course of the burnout macro-path: \textit{phase T0} $\rightarrow$ \textit{phase T1} $\rightarrow$ \textit{phase T2} $\rightarrow$ \textit{phase T3}:

- burnout process (phases T2 $\rightarrow$ T3) runs in keeping with Maslach’s emotional path: at a negative sense of professional accomplishment (NPA) of the teachers (cluster I; T1), emotional exhaustion (EE) increases (T2), leading to the emergence of tendencies towards depersonalization of pupils (DP), and resulting in the manifestation of the fully-symptomatic syndrome (T3) – high mean values of the three dimensions: EE, NPA, DP.
- burnout process (phases T2 $\rightarrow$ T3) runs parallel to Golembiewski’s path: in consequence of teachers’ decreasing sense of professional accomplishment (NPA) (cluster I, T1), there occurs a gradual loss of care for pupils DP

\(^2\) Teachers of general subjects ($N = 333$): humanities (Polish, history, social sciences, military training, life skills, religion, pedagogy and history of education, arts, music: $N = 124; 37.2\%$); sciences (mathematics, physics, IT, technical science: $N = 87; 26.1\%$), biology, chemistry and associated subjects (biology, geography, chemistry: $N = 54; 16.2\%$), foreign languages (English, French, German, Russian, Italian, Latin: $N = 68; 20.4\%$).
(T2); whereas increasing emotional exhaustion of teachers (EE) leads to burnout (T3).

Hypothetical course of the burnout macro-path: phase T0 → phase T1 → phase T2 → phase T3:

- burnout process (phases T0 → T1) begins in keeping with Maslach’s path: the first symptom (T1) is increasing emotional exhaustion EE (T1); in phase T2, the path changes its course – with increasing mental and physical exhaustion (EE), there emerge defense mechanisms such as a tendency to depersonalize pupils (DP), which is illustrated by the burnout pattern in cluster IV (T2); subsequently, an inadequate, diminished assessment of professional accomplishment (NPA) develops, leading in consequence to the fully-symptomatic syndrome (T3), which is supported by high mean values of the three dimensions: EE, NPA, DP.

- burnout process (phases T0 → T1) progresses based on Golembiewski’s path: the first symptom is a gradual loss of caring for pupils DP (T1); in phase T2, the path changes its direction, as the tendency towards depersonalization of pupils (DP) is accompanied by increasing mental and physical exhaustion (EE) – the burnout pattern in cluster IV (T2); in effect, the teacher develops an inadequate, negative sense of professional accomplishment (NPA), which leads to burnout (T3).

While testing the degree to which the selected factors might play a decisive role in burnout in teachers of general subjects, the author employed the discrimination analysis. The model took into consideration the following variables: mental strain associated with professional work, general sense of one’s effectiveness, age and job seniority. The author also tested whether the degree of match with the practiced profession, place of residence and place of work discriminated between burned-out and non-burned-out individuals (cluster III: N = 79, cluster II: N = 135; \( \chi^2 \) Pearson’s test).

The examined teachers were predominantly exhausted by disciplining problems encountered while working with their pupils (Wilks’ \( \Lambda = 0.883 \)), which facilitated burnout (Tab. 3). The sense of self-efficacy – a preventive factor – protects an individual from burnout syndrome (Wilks’ \( \Lambda = 0.78 \)). The value of the general discriminative power index – Wilks’ \( \Lambda \) – indicates that the variables taken into consideration in the model do discriminate the phenomenon of burnout among teachers of general subjects (\( \Lambda = 0.825 \)) (Tab. 3).

Discipline problems encountered by teachers during their work show that such problems play a destructive role in the second phase of the burnout process (Tab. 3; T2). Growing difficulties in managing pupils (high level of stress: \( M = 17.62 \)) lead to considerable mental and physical exhaustion.

| Table 3. Mean values and significance of differences between discriminants of burnout in teachers of general subjects employed at II-IV education levels (discriminative power coefficients Wilks’ \( \Lambda \), Duncan’s test, Kruskal-Wallis test) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| No. | Discriminants of burnout path course | Clusters | M | Significance |
| | | Burnout phases | N | | Kruskal-Wallis test |
| 1. | Mental strain | T0 | II. N = 135 | 15.61 | 1 | \( \chi^2 = 29.828; df = 3 \) |
| | problems with discipline | T1 | I. N = 63 | 15.79 | 2 | p < 0.001 |
| | | T2 | IV. N = 59 | 17.62 | | |
| | | T3 | III. N = 76 | 18.20 | | |
| 2. | Sense of efficacy | T0 | II. N = 135 | 32.15 | 2 | \( \chi^2 = 21.913; df = 3 \) |
| | | T1 | I. N = 63 | 30.73 | | p < 0.001 |
| | | T2 | IV. N = 59 | 30.75 | 1 | | |
| | | T3 | III. N = 76 | 29.75 | | |
| 3. | Age | T0 | II. N = 135 | 39.47 | 2 | \( \chi^2 = 19.610; df = 3 \) |
| | | T1 | I. N = 63 | 36.33 | 1 | p < 0.001 |
| | | T2 | IV. N = 59 | 41.22 | 2 | | |
| | | T3 | III. N = 76 | 35.99 | 1 | | |
(M_{EE} = 31.92); there is also a concomitant tendency towards depersonalization (M_{DP} = 6.93). In the cluster of burned-out teachers (III; N = 76), the arithmetic mean of mental strain reached its highest value (Tab. 3).

Teachers who fulfill themselves at work are characterized by a high (significantly higher) level of general sense of self-efficacy. Together with the first burnout symptom, i.e. loss of sense of working in school (M_{NPA} = 21.78; phase T1), there occurs a decrease in recognition of one’s professional abilities. Parallel with the progressing process, falling in the lower range of high values, the general sense of self-efficacy in coping with challenges associated with working with pupils reveals lower values.

In the burnout process, the age variable is difficult to interpret. The youngest teachers are by individuals who experience their first professional crisis (age: M = 36 years; phase T1; cluster I) as well as burned-out teachers (T3; cluster III). Another group consists of teachers who found fulfillment in their profession, and the oldest individuals aged above 40 years, who are on the verge of burnout (phase T2).

Place of residence and place of work may play a decisive role in syndrome development. A high percentage of non-burned-out teachers is employed in district schools (N = 50; 37.1%); every other burned-out teacher works in a province capital (N = 67; 49.6%; district: N = 15; 19.7%) (λ^2 = 7.363; df = 2; p < 0.05). In junior high school teachers, burnout occurs somewhat more frequently (N = 34; 44.7%); non-burned out individuals are mostly employed in elementary or high schools (N = 22; 28.9%; N = 20; 26.3%) (λ^2 = 6.560; df = 2; p < 0.05).

While verifying the importance of vocational personality of teachers of general subjects in the burnout process, three-letter profiles of the interviewees were compared with the defined profession code: SIA. The degree of match between individual codes and the professional code was calculated based on Iachan’s index. Two agreement classes were assumed: a) good – a good match, b) average – a moderate match and no match with profession code. Vocational personality determines the course of burnout process in the interviewees to a small degree (λ^2 = 4.382; df = 1; p = 0.036): non-burned out teachers – a good agreement with their profession: N = 59; 46.1%; an average agreement – N = 69; 53.9%. Among the burned-out teachers, individuals with an average match constitute almost 70% of the group (N = 51; 68.9%).

The macro-paths of burnout are presented as sequences of homogenous clusters ordered in keeping with the theoretical assumptions of the four-phase model of professional burnout [29]. While verifying the burnout macro-paths of physical education female and male teachers [7], the examinees (N = 62) were divided into groups characterized by parameters defined while determining the model paths. The author determined first the position of each interviewed PE teacher in the set of the examinees, which was defined by the three dimensions of the syndrome (EE, NPA, DP). In this case, the reference point was the center of homogenous clusters that constituted a basis for establishing macro-paths for this group [7]. In keeping with their situation (a negative syndrome pattern), the PE teachers were ascribed to a cluster whose center was the closest (at the shortest distance). In view of the low number of examinees in the sample (females: N = 33; males: N = 29), the gender analysis was treated as a case study.

The teacher’s belonging to a given cluster was also decided by the scores of the syndrome dimensions (EE, NPA and DP); the author assumed the said scores should lie within the minimum and maximum range of values for the defined clusters. And thus, while verifying the burnout pattern for a given person, his position in the path-forming clusters was checked. If the individual was within the range of minimum and maximum values, but one burnout dimension went beyond the normal range determined for the dimension, the examinee

---

3 Good congruence: score 23-28, moderate: score 16-22, no match: score 0-15 (N = 321; min = 0; max = 28.0; M = 18.991; SD = 7.062).


5 Teachers of general subjects – good match: N = 187 (58.3%), moderate match: N = 108 (33.6%), no match: N = 26 (8.1%); physical education teachers – good match: N = 59 (66.1%), moderate match: N = 16 (27.1%), no match: N = 4 (6.8%).

6 M. Brudnik, Professional burnout of male and female physical education teachers: a four phase typological model, *Human Movement*, Table I-II.; report submitted for publication.
was included in a cluster with an adequate syndrome pattern. When needed, additional clusters were created, which provided intermediate sub-phases in subsequent burnout phases, as well as clusters with a different pattern as compared to the macro-path clusters (satellite clusters). The least degree of homogeneity, both for females and males, was noted in clusters marked as II (Maslach’s path; T1); in view of their burnout pattern, female and male physical education teachers were additionally checked and then included in an appropriate cluster.

The clusters of teachers with a given configuration of the three syndrome dimensions were arranged in keeping with the course of the verified macro-path. Each time, the number of teachers in cluster N was given, along with the

*Figure 2.* Macro-path of burnout in male physical education teachers with a path illustrating burnout in teachers included in the sample N = 29 (B: additional cluster; A, C, C1: satellite clusters). Letters denote burnout dimensions: E – emotional exhaustion (EE), P – negative professional accomplishment (NPA), D – depersonalization (DP) (subscript letter – low level of dimension; superscript letter – high level of dimension); T0, T1, T2, T3 – subsequent phases (stages) of professional burnout (cf. [29], p. 58)

*Figure 3.* Macro-path of burnout in female physical education teachers with a path illustrating burnout in teachers included in the sample N = 31 (A, C: additional clusters; B, B1, D, D1: satellite clusters). Letters denote burnout dimensions: E – emotional exhaustion (EE), P – negative professional accomplishment (NPA), D – depersonalization (DP) (subscript letter – low level of dimension; superscript letter – high level of dimension); T0, T1, T2, T3 – subsequent phases (stages) of professional burnout (cf. [29], p. 58)
Macro-paths of burnout in physical education teachers and teachers of other general subjects

number of the cluster and the number of examinees added from adjacent clusters in the case of satellite clusters in terms of their individual burnout pattern; the author also provided information on the cluster from which they originated. The paths for physical education female and male teachers that illustrated their burnout are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

Using the method of case analysis, the author was able to verify in a clearly understandable manner the burnout path for male physical education teachers (Fig. 2). In the sequence of clusters of the burnout macro-path for male physical education teachers, phase T2, and additional two-component cluster B was placed, which originated from cluster IV. Thus, three satellite clusters emerged: A, C, and C₁ (N = 4; 14%).

Two single-element clusters C and C₁ illustrate burnout of PE teachers in the second burnout phase, who undergo the burnout process in keeping with Maslach’s emotional path. Two interviewees (cluster A; phase T1), while undergoing the burnout process, initially manifested a tendency towards depersonalization of their pupils, i.e. following Golembiewski’s path.

Teachers undergoing the burnout process contrary to the profession pattern are characterized as follows:
- cluster A (N = 2; phase T1): a young junior high school teacher (age/job seniority: 29/3 years) and an experienced elementary school teacher (age/job seniority: 42/20 years) employed in district schools; a high level of professional stress; high self-efficacy; an average match to profession;
- cluster C (N = 1; phase T2): an experienced primary school teacher in a province capital (age/job seniority: 42/18 years); a low level of professional stress, high self-efficacy, a good match to profession (variables fail to explain the causes of burnout);
- cluster C₁ (N = 1; phase T2): a young high school teacher in a province capital (age/job seniority: 28/5 years); a high level of professional stress, low self-efficacy; no data on match to profession;

The burnout path determined on the basis of results achieved by female teachers confirms the macro-path characteristic of female physical education teachers only to a small degree (Fig. 3). Only 70% of interviewees undergo burnout in accordance with the existing model (Brudnik, 2008). In addition to the macro-path explaining clusters and additional clusters (A: phase T1; C: phase T2), there emerged five satellite clusters for female teachers with different burnout patterns: clusters B and B₁ (phase T1), clusters D and D₁ (phase T2), cluster E (phase T2). Two female teachers originally classified as belonging to cluster II (phase T1) were omitted.

DISCUSSION

Based on the above investigations, the author failed to develop a complete macro-path explaining the burnout process in teachers of general subjects that could be found in the four-phase typological model [29]. Lack of continuity in the macro-path and the order of sequences of teacher clusters with various burnout patterns, which remains in accordance with the assumptions of the typological subsequent phases of the syndrome (Fig. 1), necessitates further investigations. It may be assumed that teachers of various subjects burn out differently. The first, also incomplete macro-path of burnout in physical education teachers was prepared without taking into consideration the variable of sex (N = 256) [5]. With a higher number of teachers of other general subjects, the sex variable may also reveal its importance.

The analysis of results obtained for physical education teachers (N = 62) and teachers of general subjects (N = 333) was carried out separately, which allowed verifying the thesis on a separate pattern of burnout in teachers of various subjects. Using the method of case analysis, the author confirmed that male physical education teachers (N = 29) burned out in a specific way, typical for their professional group (Fig. 1). In the sample of female teachers (N = 33), the picture was even more ambiguous (Fig. 2). Thus, the macro-paths of male and female physical education teachers have been verified.

Of the analyzed stress factors observed in the teaching profession, the highest danger in burnt-out teachers of general subjects is associated with professional stress derived from the experienced disciplining difficulties (Wilks’ Λ = 0.883). A general sense of self-efficacy protects the interviewees from syndrome development (Wilks’ Λ = 0.878). The variables show their significance at various stages of the progressing syndrome.
In phase T1 of the syndrome, teachers undergoing burnout are characterized by a significantly lower sense of self-efficacy as compared to non-burned-out individuals, with teachers from cluster I (N = 63) not signaling any significantly higher levels of stress resulting from pupil behavior. The burnout pattern of teachers in this cluster points to their disappointment with school reality, associated with inadequate assessment of their professional accomplishments (NPA) (Fig. 1, Tab. 2). Mental strain resulting from problems with discipline shows significantly higher values in cluster IV (N = 59), which illustrates the second phase of burnout in teachers (T2); a somewhat higher stress level can be noted only among burned-out teachers (IV: M = 17.62; III: M = 18.20; homogenous groups).

Teachers of various subjects react in different manners to difficult, stress-inducing situations they encounter in school. Friedman (1995) observed that Israeli humanities teachers were affected mainly by disrespect, whereas custodial teachers were affected mainly by inattentiveness. Burnout among male teachers was mainly affected by pupils’ inattentiveness, whereas burnout among female teachers by pupils’ disrespect. Polish female physical education teachers react to arrogant behavior, disobedience and disrespect manifested by their pupils with a negative sense of professional accomplishment (NPA). The emotional exhaustion (EE) of female teachers is facilitated by aggressive behaviors. When faced with arrogant behaviors and disrespect for the teacher’s commands and his person, male physical education teachers manifest tendencies towards depersonalization of troublesome pupils (DP) [11].

It is assumed that high self-efficacy in a given area of activity is associated with situations, with which the individual successfully coped in the past. A failure increases the likelihood of a decrease in the sense of self-efficacy [3]. Emotionally exhausting disciplinary problems, with failures experienced while attempting to take control of the class, result in the teacher’s losing confidence in the efficacy of his actions. Increasing professional stress accelerates burnout. According to Bandura [1], whose interpretation of the process is somewhat different, burnout is initiated by an excessively low level of self-efficacy – lack of conviction as to the possibility of successfully coping with burdens associated with practicing one’s profession [33]. It has been observed [6] that the sense of self-efficacy prevents burnout among Polish teachers of general subjects in a multidimensional manner, protects them against decreasing professional satisfaction, increasing emotional burnout and the tendency towards depersonalization of their pupils (teachers of humanities: p < 0.01; teachers of humanities and physical education teachers: p < 0.05). In the case of teachers of various subjects, the preventive role of generalized sense of one’s efficacy is manifested in a diversified manner: PE teachers – all three dimensions of the syndrome; teachers of the humanities – negative assessment of professional accomplishments and emotional exhaustion; teachers of science, biology and chemistry – negative assessment of professional accomplishments; and teachers of foreign languages – emotional exhaustion.

Career is a way to self-fulfillment through practicing a given profession. Career is shaped as a result of a continuous interaction between one’s personality and social environment, with a leading role in the process being played by matching the dominant professional preferences of an individual with opportunities offered by work environment [23]. If there is no congruence between the requirements posed by work environment and the abilities of an individual, professional stress begins. Hence, a good match with the practiced profession favors self-fulfillment, while inadequate professional personality accelerates burnout [29].

The results of the present study support the above statement in the case of teachers of general subjects; the correlation is not very strong, but statistically significant (p < 0.05). Similar, not fully unambiguous results of associations between professional preferences of teachers (VPI; J. Holland) and burnout were obtained by Forey et al. [15].

Teachers as representatives of social professions burn out alongside Maslach’s emotional path [29]. The macro-paths developed for male and female physical education teachers are twinned and illustrate two variants of burnout course: individuals with somewhat lower professional experience, while undergoing burnout triggered by school stress, first manifest their disappointment with the reality of their work (Fig. 2, 3). In the opinion of Noworol [29], individuals characterized by lack of match with their profession burn out relatively fast and contrary to the macro-path (pattern) of burnout for a given profession. Physical
education teachers, who represent a satellite cluster A (N = 2; phase T1) (Fig. 2), burn out following Golembiewski's path, the course of which is characteristic of managers. The male examinees are characterized by lack of match with the teaching job; hence, at a high level of professional stress being a derivative of disciplining problems, trying to cope with exhaustion, they primarily manifest tendencies towards depersonalization of their pupils. A high sense of one’s self-efficacy observed in the interviewees evokes a reflection that in their mind, teachers splendidly control the situation.

The results of the present study point to the following conclusions:

1. In the burnout process of teachers of general subjects:
   - problems with discipline are the stress factors in working with pupils;
   - self-efficacy constitutes a preventive factor;
   - the degree of match with the profession (J. Holland’s theory) has only a slight impact on burnout in teachers of general subjects;
   - working with junior high school pupils in a province capital accelerates development of syndrome symptoms.

2. The verified burnout macro-path in physical education teachers (case analysis) may provide material for an analysis of the course of burnout process in these teachers.

3. As compared with males, female physical education teachers burn out in a less homogenous manner.

4. While seeking a pattern of burnout in teachers of general subjects, one should take into consideration the specific character of any given subject.

The results of studies on burnout in physical education teachers and teachers of general subjects point to the importance of self-efficacy in the work of a teacher. A high sense of efficacy favors coping with stress and burden associated with one’s professional work, supporting striving for changes in one’s environment and attempts at counteracting the syndrome causes. Inadequate psychological and pedagogical preparation and poor quality of teaching practice periods for students are named among the causes of lack of interpersonal professional competences among teachers. Thus, it is worthwhile to make sure that young teachers are appropriately prepared for their work and senior teachers receive ongoing education training. To use an example, Martin et al. [26] by pointing to the role of self-efficacy now that pupils are increasingly unwilling to engage in any physical activity, proposed an effective program for developing competences in teachers of physical education [14].
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